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Abstract Classroom response systems (CRSs) are a
promising instructional technology, but most literature on
CRS use fails to distinguish between technology and ped-
agogy, to define and justify a pedagogical perspective, or to
discriminate between pedagogies. Technology-enhanced
formative assessment (TEFA) is our pedagogy for CRS-
based science instruction, informed by experience and by
several traditions of educational research. In TEFA, four
principles enjoin the practice of question-driven instruc-
tion, dialogical discourse, formative assessment, and meta-
level communication. These are enacted via the question
cycle, an iterative pattern of CRS-based questioning that
can serve multiple instructional needs. TEFA should
improve CRS use and help teachers ‘‘bridge the gap’’
between educational research findings and practical, flexi-
ble classroom strategies for science instruction.
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A classroom response system (CRS) is technology that
helps an instructor pose questions and poll students’
answers during class. It consists of a set of input devices for
students, communicating in some way with software
running on the instructor’s computer. After the instructor
has posed a question, students can key their responses into
their input devices, and the software collects the responses,
aggregates them, and displays to the class a bar chart
showing the number of students selecting each response
(Abrahamson 2006; Banks 2006; Beatty 2004; Fies and
Marshall 2006). Several modern commercial CRSs exist,
generally similar in their core functionality (Burnstein and
Lederman 2003). They use simple handheld keypads—
colloquially called ‘‘clickers’’—as student input devices,
sending data to the instructor’s computer via infrared or
radio-frequency signals. All CRSs permit students to select
a response to a multiple-choice question, and some also
permit numeric or free-text answers. Individual student
responses remain anonymous to the class, though most
systems allow an instructor to look them up. Some CRSs
provide additional capabilities and convenience features.
Common synonyms for CRS include ‘‘classroom commu-
nication system,’’ ‘‘audience response system,’’ ‘‘student
response system,’’ ‘‘voting machine,’’ and, colloquially,
‘‘clicker’’ system.
CRS use has grown dramatically over the last 15 years,
and is rapidly becoming mainstream in US universities.
According to Abrahamson (2006):
Today, at almost every university in the USA,
somewhere a faculty member in at least one disci-
pline is using a response system in their teaching…
Amazingly, these generally somewhat primitive tools
are used in just about every discipline taught…
Arguably, not since the overhead projector, has a
piece of technology received such widespread
acceptance as an aid to classroom teaching. (p. 2)
First adopted by innovative ‘‘bleeding edge’’ teachers,
CRSs are now an officially supported instructional
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technology at many universities. Clickers are often sold at
the campus bookstore. As of Spring 2004, approximately
8,000 clickers were in use at the University of Massachu-
setts at Amherst, and 6,000 at the University of Colorado
Boulder (Duncan 2005). CRS adoption in K-12 classrooms
is more difficult to gauge; manufacturers claim many
customers, but the market is so huge that penetration is still
tiny. In early 2005, Abrahamson (2006) conducted a web
search and found over 3,000 K-12 schools using CRSs.
Given the popularity and widely claimed promise of
CRS technology, we submit that how it is being employed
and how it could most effectively be employed are vital
research questions. Unfortunately, little work has been
done to answer them. The literature on CRSs tends to fall
into three general (and often overlapping) categories:
introductions to the technology, with advice for new or
potential adopters (e.g., Caldwell 2007; Duncan 2006;
Herreid 2006; Johnson and McLeod 2004); reports of
individual efforts to teach with CRSs, largely anecdotal,
sometimes buttressed with limited data (e.g., Barnett 2006;
Burnstein and Lederman 2001; Draper and Brown 2004;
Herreid 2006); and compilations of recommendations and
‘‘best practices’’ (e.g., Caldwell 2007; Duncan 2005; Gar-
ner et al. 2008; Wieman et al. 2008). Almost all of the
literature conflates technology with pedagogy, treating
‘‘CRS use’’ as if it were a pedagogy and forgetting that like
any tool, a CRS may be used in many possible ways for
many possible ends. In a 2006 review of CRS literature,
Fies and Marshall acknowledge this when they argue that
‘‘Missing from current CRS research reports are… CRS
use in connection with diverse pedagogical approaches’’
(p. 106).
To the extent that some reports do explicitly identify a
pedagogical approach, they fail to articulate their theoret-
ical frame or situate themselves within the larger
educational research literature. In a 2004 review of CRS
literature, Roschelle et al. (2004b) said:
None of the available studies rises to the present
specification of ‘‘scientifically based research’’ that
would allow inferences about causal relationships or
that could form the basis for estimating the magni-
tude of the effect… Our review found that existing
research does not connect with the larger research
base in education or psychology, which could be used
to create an explanatory theory or model. (p. 3)
In our opinion, even these insightful reviewers are not as
careful as they could be to unpack the role of pedagogy in
CRS-based instruction. Fies and Marshall asserted that
‘‘Missing from current CRS research reports are… Tightly
controlled comparisons in which the only difference is the
use, or lack of use, of a CRS’’ (p. 106). This strikes us as
similar to asking whether a house made with a nail-gun is
better than a house made with a hammer, given identical
blueprints and materials. We argue that tools should be
evaluated on their affordances, whereas approaches and
methodologies should be evaluated on their student
impacts. In other words, don’t ask what the learning gain
from CRS use is; ask what pedagogical approaches a CRS
can aid or enable or magnify, and what the learning
impacts of those various approaches are. Even though such
a separation may not always be possible in practice (e.g.,
when a particular approach is not practicable without a
CRS), we believe that maintaining the conceptual distinc-
tion helps one to identify and articulate choices and
perspectives that might be critical to identifying causal
factors.
Meanwhile, Roschelle et al. (2004a) indiscriminately
lumped various authors’ use of CRSs and other ‘‘classroom
networks’’ together into one approach, which they label
‘‘classroom aggregation technology for activating and
assessing learning and your students’ thinking’’ (CATAA
LYST), ‘‘a title that refers both to the enabling technology
and the pedagogy it supports’’ (p. 8). Note their use of the
singular case for ‘‘the pedagogy.’’ We believe that very
significant differences in pedagogical philosophy, methods,
and objectives exist between various practitioners’ CRS-
based instruction, and illuminating these will be critical to
understanding and optimizing the benefits CRSs can offer.
We are aware of only three separate efforts to present
and justify an explicit, coherent pedagogy for CRS-based
teaching. One is Eric Mazur’s Peer Instruction (Mazur
1997), so widely known that CRS use is sometimes casu-
ally called ‘‘peer instruction.’’ Mazur suggested regularly
inserting CRS-administered ConcepTests—multiple-choice
conceptual questions about the material being taught—into
the lesson at strategic junctures. If a significant number of
students answer incorrectly, the class is asked to discuss the
question among themselves and then answer again. Mazur
found that this methodology increases student engagement,
improves learning, provides the instructor with feedback
about student understanding, and promotes knowledge
‘‘diffusion’’ between students. Quantitative evidence, pri-
marily from pre/post testing with the Physics Force
Concept Inventory (Hestenes et al. 1992), supports his
assertion that Peer Instruction improves student under-
standing (Crouch and Mazur 2001; Fagen et al. 2002;
Mazur 1997).
Independently of Mazur, the University of Massachu-
setts Physics Education Research Group (UMPERG)
developed a superficially similar CRS pedagogy. At first
unnamed (Dufresne et al. 1996; Wenk et al. 1997), they
later referred to it as Assessing-to-Learn (A2L; Dufresne
et al. 2000) or Question-Driven Instruction (Beatty et al.
2006). Dufresne et al. (1996) defined four broad educa-
tional objectives of the A2L approach:
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(1) Students should know and understand definitions,
terminology, facts, concepts, principles, operations,
and procedures; (2) Students should be able to com-
municate what they know to others; (3) Students
should know how to apply what they have learned to
analyze situations and solve problems, extending this
ability to increasingly complex situations; and (4)
Students should develop the ability to evaluate criti-
cally the usefulness of various problem-solving
approaches… We do not take for granted that stu-
dents will acquire or enhance these habits of mind
working independently outside of class. (p. 12)
Dufresne et al. (2000) later elaborated on these goals,
identifying 12 specific ‘‘beneficial habits of mind’’ that
A2L aims to help students develop, as well as five ‘‘stages
of cognitive development’’ A2L practitioners should
address in order to help students assemble well-structured,
robust, transferable knowledge structures and problem-
solving strategies. They also explicitly connected A2L with
formative assessment, arguing that the practice of A2L
‘‘informs teachers about what students think; it informs
students what their classmates think; it informs individuals
what they themselves think’’ (p. 11). The primary mecha-
nism by which A2L addresses these goals is a ‘‘question
cycle,’’ an iterative pattern of having students read or hear
a question, think about it alone and/or discuss it in small
groups, enter responses, view the chart of response counts,
present and discuss arguments for various choices, and then
listen to an apropos micro-lecture or other ‘‘closure’’ to the
cycle. An important difference between Peer Instruction
and A2L is that Mazur’s ConcepTests are intended for
intermittent insertion within more traditional instruction in
order to enhance and guide that instruction, whereas the
A2L question cycle is intended as the basic structure of
class activity and engine of learning, with ‘‘microlectures’’
or other direct instruction inserted when needed and
motivated by the questions and discussion.
More recently, the The Ohio State University’s Physics
Education Research Group has been developing a meth-
odology for CRS use focused on sets of related questions
working together to target specific instructional objectives
(Reay et al. 2006, 2008). They argued that ‘‘Single ques-
tions provide limited assessment of whether students are
able to make desired connections and transfer their
understanding across contexts’’ (Reay et al. 2008, p. 171).
They acknowledged that the general idea of using coordi-
nated question sets as a coherent instructional unit is not
new, but have significantly elaborated the strategy by
proposing and extensively testing two specific design pat-
terns for such sets. One pattern, called easy-hard-hard, is a
series of three questions about the same concept. The first
question is an easy ‘‘warm-up’’ designed to build
confidence, and typically requires little discussion. The
second question is difficult: it pushes the limits of students’
understanding of the concept, and is intended to elicit a
broad spectrum of answers and lead to extensive discus-
sion. The third question is also difficult, in the same way as
the second, but with different surface features. It reveals to
students and the instructor whether students have learned
what they were intended to from the second question by
checking whether they can transfer it to a different context.
The group has developed a second question-set method-
ology that they call rapid-fire, in which a series of
moderately difficult questions present one concept in a
variety of contexts. By comparing pre/post test results and
exam performance between a traditional, non-CRS class
and an otherwise equivalent class that regularly used a CRS
with question sets carefully crafted according to these
patterns, they found that ‘‘students using voting machines
and discussing solutions with each other during voting
achieved a small but significant gain in conceptual learn-
ing,’’ and that ‘‘using voting machines reduces the gap
between male and female student performances on tests’’
(Reay et al. 2008, p. 178).
Of these three published pedagogies for teaching with a
CRS, only A2L is explicitly linked to a research-based
pedagogical perspective (Dufresne et al. 1996), and one
can argue that many of the details of A2L were insuffi-
ciently defended. Noting a general lack of connection
between publications about CRS use and the broader
knowledge base in educational research, Roschelle et al.
(2004a, b) attempted to isolate the significant features of
CRS-based instruction reported in the literature, and then
connect those to established constructs from educational
research. While this is helpful for framing future analysis
of CRS-based instruction, it does not fill the need for
systematic efforts to define, ground, justify, and thoroughly
explicate coherent pedagogies for teaching with a CRS.
We do not mean to imply that the existing literature on
CRS-based instruction is without merit. On the contrary, it
has played a crucial role in facilitating explosive growth
in CRS use. It has also documented that use, leading
Roschelle et al. (2004b) to assert that ‘‘This body of evi-
dence, taken together, is suggestive of a real and important
phenomenon at hand’’ (p. 3). However, we believe that
additional progress in CRS-based instruction will come by
turning the critical lens of scholarly research to the peda-
gogies such instruction involves, with a fine eye towards
differences between them. The first step is for practitioners,
evaluators, and evangelists of CRS-based instruction to
articulate their pedagogical perspectives and methods, in as
much detail as possible. Publishing such pedagogies will
benefit researchers, instructors, and teacher professional
development experts, as well as technologists working on
future CRS systems.
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To that end, this paper defines and details technology-
enhanced formative assessment (TEFA), a rich and flexible
pedagogical approach we have developed for teaching
science and mathematics with the aid of a CRS. TEFA has
evolved from, and supersedes, A2L. We attempt to ground
TEFA solidly and broadly in literature from multiple
complementary educational research traditions; to identify
core, guiding principles for robustness across contexts and
for resistance to ‘‘shallow’’ implementations; to provide a
concrete classroom activity pattern by which TEFA can be
realized and benefits reaped by even relatively novice
practitioners; and to explore the multiplicity of ways it can
be employed in the classroom. Our target audience is
educational researchers, teacher professional development
staff, curriculum developers, and others interested in a
highly theoretical discussion of pedagogy. Practical advice,
concrete examples, and discussion of teachers’ learning of
TEFA have been and will continue to be addressed in other
writings.
Grounding TEFA
TEFA is both theoretically and empirically grounded. It is
theoretically grounded in several educational research tra-
ditions and perspectives, and empirically grounded in the
combined experience we and our close colleagues have
accumulated through many years of practicing, mentoring,
studying, and reflecting upon CRS-based instruction. It was
conceived, grown, and refined over time in the crucible of
an ongoing interaction between practice, research, and
encounter with the findings and thoughts of other
researchers and instructors. Thus, TEFA can neither be
purely deduced as a necessary result of accepted peda-
gogical theory, nor purely defended on the strength of
experimental findings. Instead, we submit it for consider-
ation as a comprehensive, parsimonious, and productive
pedagogical vision: a vision that is consistent with estab-
lished thinking in educational research, and is credible
because of our history and because of its consonance with
the perspectives of other CRS researchers and reflective
users.
Empirical Basis
Classtalk was the first modern, commercially available
CRS (Abrahamson 2006). In 1993, we and our colleagues
in the UMass Physics Education Research Group
(UMPERG) began using Classtalk at UMass. Shortly
thereafter, instructors from other departments began using
our Classtalk system with our support and mentoring. From
1994 to 1997, UMPERG spearheaded a multi-university
research project to refine and test Classtalk in collaboration
with the system’s creator, Better Education Inc.1 As part of
this project, we applied then-current knowledge from
physics education research in order to develop pedagogical
methods and curriculum for teaching university physics
with a CRS (Dufresne et al. 1996; Mestre et al. 1997; Wenk
et al. 1997). In 1999, the UMass Amherst Department of
Biology received funding from the Pew Foundation to
redesign their entire introductory biology course sequence,
including making CRS use (first Classtalk, later Interwrite
PRS) integral to lectures (Phillis 2005). The project was
highly successful, and inspired a subsequent UMass
Amherst project to introduce CRS use to large lecture
courses in five new academic departments and to establish
Interwrite PRS as an officially supported learning technol-
ogy on campus. Members of UMPERG have continued to
advise and mentor UMass Amherst instructors in the use of
a CRS, both informally and through programs like the PRS
Best Practice Fellows working group (Garner et al. 2008).
In a subsequent project from 1998 to 2003, we and our
UMPERG colleagues introduced CRSs to high school
physics teachers and helped them develop sound peda-
gogical practices and effective curriculum for use with it.2
During this time we continued to extend, refine, and for-
malize our pedagogical approach to CRS-based instruction
(now named Assessing-to-Learn, A2L), and we learned that
it can be as effective in a high school classroom as a uni-
versity lecture hall (Dufresne and Gerace 2004; Dufresne
et al. 2000, 2001; Leonard et al. 2001). We also began
studying and building models of the teacher learning pro-
cess and the difficulties teachers have in adopting CRS
technology and the A2L approach.
In an ongoing project that began in 2005, we and our
colleagues are conducting intensive, sustained, on-site
professional development (PD) programs with over 40
middle- and high-school teachers from three school dis-
tricts, with the aim of helping them master the evolving
CRS-based pedagogical approach that we now call tech-
nology-enhanced formative assessment (TEFA).3 This PD
program serves as a context for longitudinal research on in-
service science teachers’ learning and pedagogical change.
In support of the project’s PD component and in response
to research findings, we continue to refine and articulate the
TEFA pedagogy. Preliminary findings from the project
indicate that TEFA can be highly effective, even trans-
formative, for secondary school science and mathematics
instruction (Beatty et al. 2008). Although TEFA is unique,
1 TTECCS: Transforming Technical Education with a Classroom
Communication System, U.S. National Science Foundation grant
DUE-9453881.
2 A2L: Assessing-to-Learn Physics, U.S. National Science Founda-
tion grant ESI-9730438.
3 TLT: Teacher Learning of Technology-Enhanced Formative
Assessment, US National Science Foundation grant TPC-0456124.
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it shares common elements with many other ways of using
a CRS that have been described in the literature
(see reviews in Fies and Marshall 2006; Roschelle et al.
2004a, b). Thus, the general instructional efficacy reported
for CRS use can be interpreted as additional, albeit indirect
and partial, evidence in support of TEFA.
Theoretical Basis
TEFA is rich and multifaceted, and addresses many aspects
of teaching science. Our perspective, therefore, incorpo-
rates multiple research traditions. For insight into the
cognitive dimension of learning, we turn to constructivism,
the conceptual change tradition, and recent thinking about
how knowledge is accessed. For insight into the social
dimension, we turn to the sociocultural tradition and work
on the role of discourse in science teaching. For insight into
the psychological dimension, we turn to work on student
attitudes, motivation, and self-regulation.
The Cognitive Dimension
Teaching science largely means developing and refining
students’ understanding of the concepts of science; con-
sequently, constructivism and the conceptual change
research tradition are central to our perspective. The term
‘‘constructivism’’ has different meanings to different peo-
ple; we subscribe to radical constructivism, as developed
independently by Heinz von Foerster (1981) and Ernst von
Glasersfeld (1981). To us, the epistemological content of
that outlook most relevant here can be concisely summa-
rized—though perhaps oversimplified—by four premises
(articulated in Gerace 1992): (a) knowledge is constructed,
not transmitted; (b) the construction of knowledge requires
purposeful and effortful activity by the learner; (c) prior
knowledge impacts the learning process; and (d) initial
understanding is local, not global. These premises align
with the fundamental insights into the conceptual learning
of science shared by the majority of cognitive perspectives
(as summarized in Scott et al. 2007).
Following Posner et al. (1982), we see learning science
as a complex process of growth and reorganization of an
individual student’s conceptual ecology. The development
of scientific understanding requires integrated change to an
interlocking set of ideas, and pre-existing beliefs must be
explicitly addressed. Since experts and novices differ in the
organization, not just the extent, of their knowledge (Chi
and Glaser 1981; Glaser 1992; Larkin 1979), a significant
focus of science instruction must be helping students to
use, reflect upon, and appropriately structure and restruc-
ture their knowledge.
Recent research suggests that when students seem to
exhibit missing knowledge, they frequently possess the
requisite knowledge elements but fail to activate them in
response to the context at hand (Dufresne et al. 2005;
Hammer et al. 2004; Redish 2003; Scherr 2007). We are
therefore concerned with the nature and span of the con-
texts in which students explore new science knowledge,
and value learning experiences in which students must
search their accumulated knowledge, weighing alternatives
and strategizing an approach. Furthermore, what knowl-
edge students even attempt to invoke while problem-
solving, or seek to develop while learning, is strongly
constrained by their epistemological framing of a situation
(Elby 2001; Hammer and Elby 2003). A person’s frame of
the moment is their answer to the questions ‘‘What is it
that’s going on here, and what should I be trying to do?’’
Consequently, we see attending to how students frame their
participation in learning and interacting with their framing
process as vital and foundational to effective instruction.
The Social Dimension
Within the conceptual change tradition, the primary role of
classroom discourse is to direct students’ thinking and
provide material to think about. The sociocultural research
tradition identifies other crucial roles for language in sci-
ence instruction. Carlsen (2007), extending Sutton’s (1998)
work, articulated three distinct ways of conceptualizing
language in science and science teaching: as a system for
transmitting information, as an interpretive system for
making sense of experience, and as a tool for participation
in communities of practice. Effective instruction should
help students develop facility with all three.
According to Bakhtin (summarized in Wertsch 1991,
pp. 93–118), learning science or mathematics involves
developing fluency in the social language of the discipline:
the language, concepts, norms, and genres for communi-
cation used by the discipline’s practitioners. The
assemblage of social languages that a person knows com-
prises a ‘‘toolkit’’ of ways of knowing and thinking. The
nature of scientific social languages is qualitatively differ-
ent from the nature of everyday social languages, in both
ontological and epistemological ways (Carlsen 2007;
Mortimer and Scott 2003); science social languages can
view phenomena very differently from the ways everyday
ones do, leading to what researchers in the cognitive change
tradition would call ‘‘misconceptions’’ or ‘‘preconceptions’’
as well as to a disconnect between real life and ‘‘what we
learn in the classroom.’’ To learn science, students need
scaffolded practice speaking its social languages in order to
develop fluency, and they need help recognizing and
resolving conflicts between alternative social languages.
Lemke (1990) asserted that ‘‘learning science means
learning to talk science’’ (p. 1). He sees the content of
science curricula as thematic patterns, networks of
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semantic relationships between words and their
corresponding meanings, which are learned through dis-
course experiences. Seen from this point of view, learning
the ideas of science absolutely requires dialogue about
those ideas, including opportunities for students to try
putting together words that suit their tentative, vague initial
sense of the thematic patterns.
For Vygotsky (1987), ideas are first encountered and
‘‘rehearsed’’ through communication on the social plane.
As an individual reflects upon and makes sense of these,
the social tools for communication become internalized to
the internal plane and provide the means for individual
thinking. This suggests that a major role for talk in the
science classroom is to make available conceptual and
linguistic tools for thinking scientifically and give students
space to experiment with and internalize their use.
Based on such thinking as well as their own research,
Mortimer and Scott (2003) have provided a framework for
analyzing classroom discourse. They suggest two dimen-
sions for characterizing the communicative approach taken
by the teacher during an episode of talk: a continuum from
non-interactive to interactive describing the diversity of
participants, and a continuum from authoritative to dialogic
describing the diversity of ideas. According to Scott and
Mortimer (2006), ‘‘dialogic interactions are notably absent
from science classrooms around the world’’ (p. 2). This is
unfortunate, they claimed, because ‘‘any sequence of sci-
ence lessons, which has as its learning goal the meaningful
understanding of scientific conceptual knowledge, must
entail both authoritative and dialogic passages of interac-
tion’’ (p. 2). Thus, guided by work from the sociocultural
research tradition, we take the practice of genuinely dia-
logic discourse to be vital for effective science instruction.
The Attitudinal Dimension
Understanding what motivates students to learn and how to
shape their learning behaviors is also important, so we turn
to research on student attitudes, motivations, and self-reg-
ulation. Koballa and Glynn (2007) identified four general
theoretical orientations within the research literature on
student motivation: behavioral, which focuses on incentive
and reinforcement; humanistic, which focuses on students’
personal growth and desire to self-actualize; cognitive,
which focuses on students’ goals, plans, expectations, and
attributions; and social, which focuses on students’ iden-
tities and interpersonal relationships. The cognitive,
humanistic, and social orientations all inform our per-
spective to some extent, but the cognitive orientation is
dominant, in that it grounds our thinking about the mech-
anisms of motivation and behavior.
Most research about student attitudes in science educa-
tion has focused on attitudes towards science. We are
more urgently interested in attitudes towards learning,
instruction, and classroom behavior, so that we may con-
structively influence how students frame and participate in
classroom activity. However, we expect the underlying
psychological dynamics to be largely the same. The theory
of reasoned action (Koballa and Glynn 2007) posits that
beliefs determine attitudes and attitudes shape behavior.
This means that in order to influence students’ classroom
behavior—for example, to change the ways they ponder
questions or participate in discussion—we should seek to
elicit, interact with, and influence their underlying beliefs.
According to Koballa and Glynn, a key construct for
understanding student motivation is intrinsic motivation.
‘‘Motivation to perform an activity for its own sake is
intrinsic, whereas motivation to perform it as a means to an
end is extrinsic’’ (p. 89). Their literature synthesis found
five factors that influence students’ degree of intrinsic
motivation: teacher expectations, goal-directed behavior,
self-determination, self-regulation, and self-efficacy. A
synthesis of research on self-regulation in academic
learning by Schunk and Ertmer (2000) cited evidence that
students’ development of self-regulated learning could be
improved by directing them to focus on process goals
rather than performance goals, and by explicitly modeling
and teaching strategies for self-regulation. Thus, we stress
forming and communicating positive and constructive
teacher expectations; providing students with the opportu-
nity, scaffolding, and reinforcement to grow in the other
four factors; focusing on process goals; and explicitly
communicating about strategies for self-regulation.
Synthesis of Research on Effective Learning
Environments
How People Learn (Bransford 1999) is a landmark synthesis
of research on learning and instruction, commissioned by the
US National Research Council. The authors argued that
effective learning environments should be student-centered,
knowledge-centered, assessment-centered, and community-
centered (ch. 6). A student-centered learning environment
treats students as individuals, coaching them from their
varied initial states to the intended learning goal by whatever
unique trajectory each requires, taking into account their
initial knowledge and perceptions, their culture, their lan-
guage use, and their ongoing and very personal process of
sense-making. ‘‘The term also fits the concept of ‘diagnostic
teaching’: attempting to discover what students think in
relation to the problems on hand, discussing their miscon-
ceptions sensitively, and giving them situations to go on
thinking about which will enable them to readjust their
ideas’’ (pp. 133–134). ‘‘Learner-centered teachers also
respect the language practices of their students because they
provide a basis for further learning’’ (p. 135).
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A knowledge-centered learning environment treats
knowledge not as a collection of ideas, facts, and skills, but
rather as a rich, interconnected structure that must be
organized and refined as it is expanded. ‘‘Knowledge-
centered environments also include an emphasis on sense-
making—on helping students become metacognitive by
expecting new information to make sense and asking for
clarification when it doesn’t’’ (p. 137).
An assessment-centered learning environment weaves
formative assessment deeply into the fabric of instruction,
providing continual, detailed feedback to guide students’
learning and instructors’ teaching. ‘‘Given the goal of
learning with understanding, assessments and feedback
must focus on understanding, and not only on memory for
procedures or facts’’ (p. 140). In a nod to CRSs (as well as
other instructional technologies), the authors note that
‘‘Teachers have limited time to assess students’ perfor-
mances and provide feedback, but new advances in
technology can help solve this problem’’ (p. 142).
A community-centered learning environment recognizes
that students belong to communities of co-learners at the
course, program, institution, and society levels, and pro-
motes constructive interaction between individuals to further
learning. ‘‘At the level of classrooms and schools, learning
seems to be enhanced by social norms that value the search
for understanding and allow students (and teachers) the
freedom to make mistakes in order to learn’’ (p. 145).
Taken together, these four qualities form an analytical
framework or lens that can help us evaluate instructional
environments for their alignment with education research.
They do not, however, prescribe what instructors should do
to produce these qualities; for that, we need a pedagogy.
With TEFA, we seek to construct a pedagogy that provides
teachers with one way (out of many conceivable ways) of
building a learning environment that possesses all four
qualities in abundance. We wish to bridge the gap between
the four qualities framework and the decisions a classroom
teacher must make on a daily basis.
Defining TEFA
Technology-Enhanced Formative Assessment (TEFA) is
our pedagogy for teaching science with a classroom
response system. TEFA is an extension, refinement, and
formalization of the Assessing-to-Learn pedagogy descri-
bed above. We have four criteria for constructing our
pedagogy:
1. It should be concrete and directly implementable. That
is, it should indicate specific actions and practices that
teachers can do in their classrooms in order to foster a
desirable learning environment.
2. It should be principle-based. That is, it should not be
an assortment of rules, recipes, tips, or ‘‘best prac-
tices,’’ but rather a coherent system organized around
and growing from a few general, flexible core princi-
ples. These principles should be cast as imperative
statements about what a teacher ought to do, not as
declarative statements about learning and teaching or
about the standards that instruction ought to meet.
3. It should realize extant wisdom. That is, it should
connect to and be consonant with research findings
about learning, teaching, and the qualities of effective
learning environments.
4. It should work. That is, a significant fraction of teachers
who attempt to implement it in real-world circumstances
should have successful, reinforcing experiences.
In this section we describe TEFA, hopefully in sufficient
detail for a reader to verify that it fulfills the first three of
our criteria. Addressing the fourth criterion is beyond the
scope of this paper, and will be left to existing and forth-
coming publications (e.g., Beatty et al. 2008). Here we will
identify the instructional goals that TEFA has been
designed to help a teacher accomplish, introduce TEFA’s
four core principles and connect them to our literature
synthesis, present the primary mechanism by which these
principles are enacted in the classroom with the help of a
CRS, and discuss the spectrum of roles and ends this
mechanism can serve within instruction.
Instructional Goals of TEFA
TEFA has been crafted for two general purposes: to help
students develop expertise in science content, and to help
prepare students for future learning (Bransford and
Schwartz 1999; Schwartz and Martin 2004). We believe
these goals go hand-in-hand. In alignment with the con-
ceptual change literature, we seek to help students grow
contextually robust, transferable conceptual ecologies that
are thoroughly reconciled with their experiences, percep-
tions, and prior understandings. In alignment with the
sociocultural learning literature, we try to accomplish this
largely by engaging students in extensive dialogical dis-
course about scientific ideas and their applications, set
within the context of rich and challenging questions and
problems. In alignment with the student motivation litera-
ture, we aim to explicitly confront students’ beliefs and
attitudes, communicate high teacher expectations, and
scaffold self-directed, self-regulated learning habits. We
endeavor to help students recognize and seek well-struc-
tured knowledge, to participate in productive modes of
discourse, and to attentively self-regulate their learning, in
order to both facilitate deep learning of the content at hand
and develop long-lasting and beneficial learning habits.
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The Four Principles of TEFA
At the heart of TEFA lie four key principles. An instruc-
tor’s implementation of TEFA is of low fidelity unless it
aligns well with these principles; mechanically following
TEFA’s patterns and methods is insufficient. The four
principles are:
1. Motivate and focus student learning with question-
driven instruction.
2. Develop students’ understanding and scientific fluency
with dialogical discourse.
3. Inform and adjust teaching and learning decisions with
formative assessment.
4. Help students develop metacognitive skills and coop-
erate in the learning process with meta-level
communication.
Together, these four principles realize the instructional
implications of the research summarized earlier.
Question-Driven Instruction
The first TEFA principle is ‘‘Motivate and focus student
learning with question-driven instruction’’ (QDI). QDI
positions learning within the context of students’ encounter
with questions—often conceptually rich, meaty, messy,
challenging ones—to provide context, motivation, and
direction to students’ sense-making efforts. (We define
‘‘question’’ broadly enough to include, for example, a
‘‘problem’’ to be solved.) Questions are used to set up
fertile learning situations and to catalyze learning, not just
to assess previous instruction or gather data to inform
future instruction. Wiliam (2007) has called this ‘‘assess-
ment AS learning,’’ to distinguish it from summative
assessment (‘‘assessment OF learning’’) and formative
assessment (‘‘assessment FOR learning’’). Questions
should drive the instruction itself, occurring throughout an
instructional sequence: at the outset, in order to motivate it
and create a fertile context for students to refer to during
subsequent learning; during the development of new
material, in order to explore it and connect it to other
material; during the elaboration of material, in order to
challenge the limits of students’ understanding, find gaps
and flush out misunderstandings, and interconnect ideas
with increasing sophistication; and at the end, to support
students’ self-assessment and develop strategic thinking
skills. ‘‘Direct instruction’’ is inserted into and after ques-
tions when students are primed to attend to it and process it
most productively. QDI aligns well with active learning
(Bonwell and Eison 1991; McNeal and D’Avanzo 1997)
and with problem based learning (Chin and Chia 2004).
According to How People Learn (Bransford et al. 1999),
‘‘Ideas are best introduced when students see a need or a
reason for their use—this helps them see relevant uses of
knowledge to make sense of what they are learning’’
(p. 139). The principle of QDI is motivated by many of the
research threads we identified earlier, but literature in what
we have termed the cognitive dimension speaks to it most
strongly. Radical constructivism and the conceptual change
tradition paint a picture of learning as an effortful and
protracted struggle to construct, extend, and reorganize a
complex, interlinked conceptual ecology that can success-
fully support a varied range of thinking tasks. The idea of
learning as sense-making is central to this picture, and
sense-making is inherently a process of working out
answers to questions that challenge one’s ability to explain
something. Carefully chosen questions can call students’
attention to gaps in their understanding, raise dilemmas for
them to wrestle with, and challenge the limits of their
context-dependent knowledge. The limitations of knowl-
edge are revealed only when it is applied. The importance
of confronting or building on students’ prior knowledge
and pre-existing beliefs suggests that one should elicit
those early on, in order to address them during subsequent
learning. Questions provide a mechanism for so doing.
Also, the conceptual change tradition emphasizes the
importance of having students reflect upon and structure
their knowledge, and appropriate questions can direct such
reflective thinking.
The research on when and how students access their
knowledge, and how their epistemological framing of tasks
affects this, highlights the importance of context for
learning and instruction. If learning and using knowledge
are both heavily shaped by the context of the moment, we
must attend carefully to the contexts we create for students.
Putting questions ‘‘up front’’ sets a context, and a range of
questions can be employed to deliberately vary context in
order to develop robust, less context-bound, more trans-
ferrable knowledge. Furthermore, placing learning in the
context of question-answering helps to frame knowledge as
‘‘stuff to answer questions with’’ and learning as ‘‘figuring
out how to answer questions,’’ which pushes against stu-
dents’ deeply trained inclination to frame knowledge as
‘‘facts and procedures to remember’’ and learning as
‘‘storing what I’m told so I can recall it later.’’
In addition, QDI is motivated by work in the social
dimension. One of the roles identified for language in
science is as ‘‘an interpretive system for making sense of
experience’’ (Carlsen 2007, p. 68). As we argued above,
sense-making is inherently question-driven. Vygotsky’s
(1987) description of language-mediated learning as
assimilating social tools for communication to the internal
plane, where they provide means for individual thinking,
implies that something is being discussed on the social
plane and thought about on the individual plane; appro-
priate questions motivate and create context for such
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discussion and thinking. Similarly, Lemke’s (1990)
assertion that learning science means learning to talk sci-
ence implies that the thematic patterns constituting
scientific knowledge are being expressed in the process of
applying them to something, which almost always means
answering a question. In general, any view that holds dis-
course as central to learning can motivate QDI, since
questions are the obvious means to drive discourse.
QDI is also motivated by the attitudinal dimension,
albeit indirectly. In keeping with the theory of reasoned
action, we want to influence students’ attributions about
science and learning. Using QDI implicitly but strongly
frames science as a process of figuring out answers rather
than of amassing facts and skills, and simultaneously
frames learning as a process of sense-making and searching
for answers. To support students’ development of intrinsic
motivation, extensive wrestling with questions can provide
objects for goal-directed behavior; can provide space for
the exercise of self-determination (e.g., in the selection of
strategies and in deciding whether to engage); and can
scaffold the development of self-regulation. It supports the
development of self-efficacy by allowing students to
wrestle with a task they do not initially know how to
complete, but can eventually succeed at.
Note that suitable questions must be chosen in order for
QDI to fulfill the various roles indicated above. Questions
must often be difficult: not necessarily computationally or
procedurally difficult, but deeply challenging to students’
understandings. To help students construct, extend, and
reorganize a complex, interlinked conceptual ecology,
questions must often draw together multiple ideas. To help
develop robust access to knowledge across contexts, ideas
must be revisited in multiple contexts. To support scientific
discourse and language practice, questions should be dis-
putable (as opposed to ‘‘you know it or you don’t’’ styles),
and should generally be qualitative in order to facilitate
linguistically rich discussion.
Dialogical Discourse
The second TEFA principle is ‘‘Develop students’ under-
standing and scientific fluency with dialogical discourse’’
(DD). By this, we mean arranging to have students par-
ticipate extensively in whole-class and small-group
discussions wherein multiple perceptions, ways of think-
ing, and possible conclusions are articulated, explored,
challenged, compared, and resolved. DD within TEFA is
intended to have several effects: to clarify thought through
the process of articulation and externalization; to expose
students to different points of view and lines of thinking; to
promote analysis and resolution of disagreements; to sup-
ply stimuli, context, and tools for individual sense-making;
and to provide practice speaking the social language
of science. The lion’s share of student learning in TEFA
usually happens during DD, so orchestrating high-
quality discourse—interactive, dialogical, and thematically
rich—is a top priority for teaching with TEFA.
DD is strongly and directly motivated by the social
dimension of our literature synthesis. All authors sharing
the sociocultural view of learning agree that talk must be
central to the process of learning science. Furthermore,
such talk must often be dialogical. One of Carlsen’s (2007)
three roles for language in science teaching is as a way of
making sense of experience; given that the sense-making
endeavor is inherently personal and idiosyncratic, dis-
course must accommodate different students’ processes of
thinking, eliciting, exploring, and reconciling. Carlsen also
identified language as a tool for participating in commu-
nities of practice, and discourse within scientific
communities is heavily dialogical. In Bakhtin’s view
(Wertsch 1991), learning science means developing flu-
ency in the social languages of science, and developing
fluency in a language requires space and safety to try
constructing one’s own utterances—one’s own scientific
thoughts—imperfectly at first, with just enough support to
keep going. Worrying about using the language correctly
and simultaneously expressing ‘‘correct’’ thoughts is too
demanding. Additionally, to help students recognize and
resolve conflicts between scientific and everyday social
languages, both must be voiced, and various ways of
speaking about a situation elicited and juxtaposed.
The cognitive dimension of our literature synthesis also
points to the need for DD. Constructivism and the con-
ceptual change tradition argue that learning must address
the beliefs and knowledge already in students’ minds,
which implies that a teacher should try to draw these out,
getting students to articulate and explore them. This
motivates the practice of DD, given that students enter with
different ideas and follow idiosyncratic learning trajecto-
ries. In fact, any time students must learn to make
choices—about what strategy to use for a problem, how to
structure a set of ideas, or how to frame an activity—they
benefit from hearing and discussing multiple possible
choices and ways of making the choice.
The attitudinal dimension also indicates the importance
of DD. Influencing students’ attributions is easier if we can
elicit and examine their various beliefs and perceptions,
taking them seriously without necessarily agreeing. We can
enhance their sense of self-determination by hearing and
respecting their priorities and goals. Also, we can implic-
itly communicate our expectations regarding students’
active engagement in and critical thinking about science by
deeply integrating DD into teaching.
DD helps create a learning environment that meets all
four of the desirable qualities identified by How People
Learn. By drawing out and examining students’ individual
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thoughts, it helps make instruction student-centered. By
stressing sense-making and drawing attention to different
possible ways of thinking and metacognitive choices, it
helps make instruction knowledge-centered. By making
students’ thinking visible to teachers, it helps instruction be
assessment-centered. Also, by modeling and supporting a
dynamic of collaborative sense-making and peer co-learn-
ing, it helps make instruction community-centered.
Formative Assessment
The third TEFA principle is ‘‘Inform and adjust teaching
and learning decisions with formative assessment’’ (FA).
As defined by Black et al. (2002),
Assessment for learning is any assessment for which
the first priority in its design and practice is to serve
the purpose of promoting students’ learning… Such
assessment becomes ‘‘formative assessment’’ when
the evidence is actually used to adapt the teaching
work to meet learning needs. (p. 1)
The efficacy of formative assessment is strongly and
directly supported by empirical results (Bell and Cowie
2001; Black and Wiliam 1998b, 2005; Bransford et al.
1999; Sadler 1989). According to Black and Wiliam
(1998a), ‘‘innovations which include strengthening the
practice of formative assessment produce significant, and
often substantial, learning gains’’ across ages, school
subjects, and countries—gains ‘‘larger than most of those
found for educational interventions’’ (p. 140). FA is
particularly beneficial for traditionally ‘‘low achieving’’
students, with potential to help narrow the achievement gap
between students from different socioeconomic strata
(Black 1998; Stiggins 2002). FA can elicit richer classroom
discourse and help students become more engaged and
motivated (Gallagher 2000), can help students become
aware of the limits of their understanding and the actions
they can take to progress (Ramaprasad 1983; Sadler 1989),
and can catalyze significant teacher learning (Black et al.
2002; Bransford et al. 1999). In ‘‘real-time’’ FA, learning
and instruction are almost continuously monitored and
adjusted (Stiggins 2002).
The need for FA also follows from our literature syn-
thesis. According to our cognitive dimension, students’
initial beliefs and knowledge are idiosyncratic, as are their
learning trajectories; a teacher needs detailed and current
information about a student’s thinking and state of under-
standing to efficiently facilitate the learning process, and
this is obtained through FA. (We use the term ‘‘agile
teaching’’ to mean fine-tuning instruction—and occasion-
ally making large changes—on a minute-to-minute basis,
guided by real-time FA.) In particular, the idea that stu-
dents can ‘‘possess’’ some piece of knowledge but not have
access to it when they need it suggests that a teacher ought
to ferret out more than just what a student ‘‘knows’’; he or
she should also practice FA by exploring the circumstantial
associations, links, and frames involved in students’ ability
to access their knowledge. Students, too, can benefit from
FA that helps them understand the shortcomings in their
own conceptual ecologies and points them towards pro-
ductive learning activity.
From the attitudinal dimension, the idea that a teacher
should interact with and influence students’ attributions
suggests the use of FA to elicit students’ beliefs, expecta-
tions, perceptions, values, and the like. Also, for students to
develop habits and skills of self-regulatory learning, they
must learn to practice their own self-directed FA; a teacher
can model and scaffold this with explicit FA practices in
conjunction with meta-level communication (see below).
Self-efficacy is built on evidence of personal capacity and
the growth of mastery, and FA that informs students can
provide such evidence.
How People Learn speaks strongly in support of FA. It
argues for student-centered classrooms, and focusing on
students as individuals requires guidance from FA. It
argues for using students’ language practices as a basis for
further learning, implying that a teacher should ‘‘go onto
students’ turf’’ in discussion; learning that turf requires FA.
When it argues that effective classrooms are assessment-
centered, it explicitly refers to FA.
Meta-Level Communication
The fourth TEFA principle is ‘‘Help students develop
metacognitive skills and cooperate in the learning process
with meta-level communication’’ (MLC). Three categories
of MLC are significant to TEFA: meta-narrative, meta-
cognitive talk, and metacommunication. (Metadiscourse,
which simply means ‘‘talk about talk,’’ is a more general
concept from semantic analysis that overlaps with these
three; c.f. Lemke 1990.) We can say that most of the talk in
a science class is discourse about the science content (or
about administrative issues), but MLC is discourse about
learning the content. TEFA employs MLC to (a) improve
learning by increasing the efficiency of the instructional
process, and to (b) improve the learner by promoting and
scaffolding student development of more productive
learning beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors. These two out-
comes address TEFA’s twin goals of helping students
develop expertise in the science subject being taught and
helping to prepare them for future learning.
Meta-narrative is communication about the purpose,
design, and unfolding of the course from a higher per-
spective. Its purpose is to help students become informed
participants: to make them more consciously aware of what
is going on in the class and why it is happening, so that
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they may frame their activity appropriately, focus on the
most salient aspects, and actively seek the right kind of
realizations. Metacognitive talk is communication about
thinking, learning, knowledge, and related cognitive and
epistemological issues. Its purpose is to improve students’
understanding of these things so that they become more
self-aware as learners and can make wiser choices about
their learning actions. Metacommunication is communica-
tion about communication. Its purpose is to refine
communication in the classroom and help students partici-
pate more consciously and efficiently in it. Seen through the
lens of constructivism, communication is inherently error-
prone: the recipient of a message attaches his or her own
meanings to the words, and constructs an interpretation of
the message that may or may not align well with the sen-
der’s intention. This difficulty is exacerbated in teaching,
when one party (the student) is new to much of the language
being used as well as to the ideas it is being used to convey.
It follows that awareness of the potential for miscommu-
nication and proactive monitoring of message fidelity—
such as asking or saying something in multiple ways,
actively considering alternative interpretations of a mes-
sage, and ‘‘closing the loop’’ by seeking a return message
consistent with the intended interpretation—improve com-
munication efficiency. The more active students become
about aggressively improving communication, the more
effective instruction can be (see discussion in Gerace 1992).
These three categories of MLC overlap. A statement
about the instructor’s purpose in saying or asking some-
thing may be both meta-narrative and metacommunication.
Similarly, explanation of the purpose of some part of the
course in terms of its role in the learning process could be
both meta-narrative and metacognitive talk. Often, we find
that different kinds of MLC chain together, with a meta-
narrative or metacommunicative comment blossoming into
an extended metacognitive discussion on an underlying
issue.
As motivated by the attitudinal dimension of our litera-
ture synthesis, we use MLC as a tool for impacting students’
beliefs, attitudes, and motivation, and thus for altering their
behavior patterns. We do not ‘‘train’’ students to engage in
instructional activities the way we wish; instead, we invite
them, attempting to make them consciously aware of their
choices for learning activity and the ramifications those
choices can have, thus enhancing self-determination and
inviting self-regulatory learning. We suggest and encourage
self-regulatory strategies, thus scaffolding the development
of self-regulation. We indicate ways to improve success at
communication and learning, thus enhancing self-efficacy.
We elicit and discuss students’ personal goals and how
learning behavior and outcomes can connect to them, sup-
porting goal-directed behavior. We explicitly communicate
and discuss teacher expectations, and we challenge beliefs
about teaching, learning, and science by suggesting and
defending alternative interpretations, thus influencing atti-
tudes and behavior.
MLC also addresses considerations raised by the cog-
nitive and attitudinal dimension of our literature synthesis.
We can warn students of the need to identify, challenge,
and integrate their prior knowledge and pre-existing
beliefs, and we can advise them on fruitful strategies for
structuring their knowledge through metacognitive talk.
We can metacommunicate to arm students against conflicts
between everyday and science social languages. We can
help students select appropriate epistemological frames for
their participation through meta-narrative on the nature and
purpose of activities, including the purposes of QDI
questions, DD discussions, and FA ‘‘testing.’’ How People
Learn includes, in its criteria for a knowledge-centered
learning environment, helping students develop metacog-
nitive capacity; and, in its criteria for a community-
centered one, developing norms that value the search for
understanding and the freedom to make mistakes. Both of
these are supported by the practice of MLC.
For explicit MLC to be effective, of course, it must be
reinforced rather than undercut by the implicit meta-mes-
sages contained in a teacher’s actions, in his or her other
statements, and in curriculum and activities. For example,
if we tell students that we are more concerned with the
cogency of their reasoning than with the correctness of
their answer choice, we can reinforce that meta-level
statement through QDI questions with multiple reasonable
and defensible answers. We could easily undercut it by, for
example, expressing happiness when students provide a
particular answer we are seeking, or by engaging in ‘‘IRE’’
evaluative questioning during class discussion.
Synergy Between the Principles
TEFA’s four principles are not a collection of independent
pedagogical exhortations that we happen to espouse. They
interlock and reinforce each other. In the absence of any
one, the other principles become less potent and more
difficult to implement, and TEFA is stunted or unravels.
For example, successful QDI requires tuning questions to
students’ zone of proximal development (Vygotsky 1978)
and scaffolding their efforts just enough to help them
succeed without bypassing the confusion, struggle, and
conflict essential to sense-making; FA helps a teacher
gather information to tune and scaffold successfully. FA
requires gathering data about what students are thinking,
and why; QDI and DD provide complementary data sour-
ces. DD requires a context and focus, and engages students
more when they have at least provisionally committed
to some position; QDI arranges these. QDI, DD, and
FA are all aided by students’ active, well-intentioned,
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well-informed cooperation; MLC helps cultivate that. The
four principles enhance each other synergistically in many
ways both obvious and subtle.
The Question Cycle
The four principles of TEFA are general and flexible by
design, so that they may productively guide instruction in
almost any circumstance. To help teachers implement the
principles, TEFA specifies a particular, tangible pattern of
classroom activity called the question cycle (introduced in
Dufresne et al. 1996). It is an iterative cycle of question
posing, answering, and discussing, aided by CRS technol-
ogy, that forms a scaffold for structuring whole-class
interaction. The essential phases of the cycle are:
1. Pose a question or problem to the students, generally
challenging, often multifaceted. (In TEFA, we do not
teach first and then ask questions about what was
taught; we ask questions first, and use them as a
context for sense-making and direct instruction.)
2. Have students wrestle with the question—alone, in
small groups, or both in succession—and decide upon
a response.
3. Use a CRS to collect responses (even from students
who are uncertain) and display a chart of the aggre-
gated responses.
4. Elicit from students as many different reasons and
justifications for the chosen responses as possible,
without revealing which (if any) is (or are) correct. In
the process, draw out students’ reasoning and vocab-
ulary, expose them to each others’ ideas, and make
implicit assumptions explicit.
5. Develop a student-dominated discussion of the
assumptions, perceptions, ideas, and arguments
involved. Help students formulate their ideas and
practice talking science, find out why they think what
they do, and gently increase their understanding. (In
practice, phases 4 and 5 usually blend together.)
6. Provide a summary, micro-lecture, meta-level com-
ments, segue to another question, or whatever other
closure seems warranted, informed by the detailed data
just obtained on students’ thinking. (The class should
now be well primed to receive the message, appreciate
its relevance, and integrate it with other knowledge.)
Questions can build upon each other or function together
as sets in order to develop students’ understanding. Demon-
strations, a second answer-collecting round after step 5, and
other elaborations may be inserted as appropriate. We find
that iterating through this cycle three or four times in 50–60
minutes of TEFA instruction is usually optimal; a higher rate
does not give students enough time to really engage, ponder,
articulate, listen, resolve, and practice speaking.
The TEFA question cycle is flexible and rich enough to
be a regular, perhaps dominant, part of science instruction.
It does not, however, address every learning goal. Most
teachers will need to include complementary course com-
ponents such as pre-class reading (for initial exposure to
ideas), post-class homework (for more intensive problem-
solving work and skills practice), group projects (for
extended explorations of contexts and situations), and lab-
oratory exercises (for hands-on learning opportunities and
experience ‘‘doing’’ science). TEFA is aimed at ‘‘whole-
class instruction,’’ which complements other components of
a course. It is a pedagogy primarily designed for the portion
of class time in which the teacher works with the whole
class to help them make sense of new content material. It is
not intended to supplant seat-work, group projects, labora-
tory work or other modes of non-frontal teaching.
The principle of QDI is realized in the question cycle by
the placement of question posing at the beginning of the
cycle to motivate and contextualize all that follows. The
‘‘closure’’ phase, where most direct teaching will occur, is
placed at the end. The principle of DD is realized in the
question cycle through both the small-group and whole-
class discussion phases. Beginning whole-class discussion
by identifying different answers that have been selected
and eliciting arguments or explanations for them, before
scrutinizing the validity of any response, is a strategy for
increasing dialogicity. FA, including real-time FA, is
realized in the question cycle in multiple ways. Students
learn about what they do and don’t understand by their
ability to answer the posed questions and by how their
responses compare to their peers’. They learn more about
the extent of their own understanding in the process of
trying to articulate it coherently and convince others, and
yet more when the instructor provides apropos, prescriptive
feedback as part of the closure phase. Teachers learn about
their students’ understanding, perceptions, assumptions,
and reasoning from the chart of question responses, and in
more detail from what students say as they defend, explore,
and contrast their ideas. In our experience, teachers are
frequently surprised by what TEFA reveals about their
students’ thinking. MLC is not explicitly included in the
question cycle, but should be integrated liberally both by
design and spontaneously when a suitable occasion arises.
The final, closure phase of the cycle often presents a nat-
ural opportunity to ‘‘go meta.’’
The Role of Technology in TEFA
Nothing about TEFA requires a CRS, at least not in prin-
ciple. However, using the technology to assist with TEFA
offers several benefits that enhance, and in some contexts
make possible, what TEFA prescribes. One crucial feature
of CRSs is that they simultaneously provide anonymity and
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accountability: students can be (formally or socially) held
accountable for answering questions, but the actual answer
each student has chosen is not revealed to other students
and is not immediately obvious to the teacher (Roschelle
et al. 2004a). True anonymity that students have faith in is
difficult to assure by raised hands (even with heads down),
color-coded cards, or other means. An equivalent level of
anonymity can be achieved via paper forms, but this is too
slow for real-time FA.
A CRS also supports collecting answers from all students
in a class, rather than just the few who speak up or are called
upon. This means that all students can benefit from the
cognitive act of choosing and committing to an answer. It
also means the teacher gains better data about students’
thinking. ‘‘Increased student engagement and participation’’
is one of the two most commonly reported findings of CRS
implementation studies (Fies and Marshall 2006). We
conjecture that beyond merely gathering responses, CRS
technology provides a benefit in that the act of pushing a
physical button and definitively submitting an answer, with
no waffling or qualification possible (until the discussion
phase, of course), amplifies the psychological benefit of
having students choose sides. Once students have commit-
ted to an answer, whether or not they are confident in it, we
believe they attend to subsequent discussion and resolution
of the matter in a different and more attentive way. The
answer they have selected is now ‘‘their’’ answer, for good
or ill, and they want to see how it fares.
The CRS chart showing the distribution of students’
answers also adds value to the process. It is not just a way
to find out how many picked which answer; as Roschelle
et al. (2004a) note, it is also a ‘‘high contrast display that
drive[s] productive discourse’’ (p. 28). It makes differences
in students’ positions starkly obvious. One glance strongly
conveys whether the class is in agreement (a single peak),
generally undecided (a uniform or random spread), or
highly polarized (two distinct peaks). It also serves as an
inscription (a point of focus and a reference for discussion
and thinking; Forman and Ansell 2002) for subsequent
discussion. The chart communicates the same information
as a list of numbers, but in a way that is more forceful and
easier to digest.
Finally, a CRS can record the data of students’ indi-
vidual and collective responses for subsequent analysis.
This supports additional FA by helping a teacher to diag-
nose class-wide or individual student needs, or to self-
evaluate his or her own instruction.
Uses for TEFA Questions
TEFA questions and the question cycle can serve various
possible roles within instruction. A teacher can further
one or more general objectives with a question, including
learning about students’ knowledge and thinking; helping
students become more aware of their own and each oth-
ers’ knowledge and thinking; preparing a fertile context
for subsequent instruction; catalyzing small-group dis-
cussion and peer learning; provoking, motivating,
grounding, and shaping whole-class discussion of a topic;
and precipitating student insights and realizations. The
following list provides examples of some more specific
instructional purposes that TEFA questions and the
question cycle can be put to during the course of
instruction.
1. Status check: During instruction, poll students for
their self-reported degree of confidence in their
understanding of a topic.
2. Exit poll: At the close of a class session, poll students
to find out which of several concepts covered that day
they most want to spend more time on.
3. Assess prior knowledge: Elicit what students already
know, think, believe, or perceive about a topic or idea
before addressing it in class.
4. Provoke thinking: Ask a provocative and interesting,
but inviting, question to ‘‘open up’’ a new topic or
subject, get students engaged and thinking about it,
and provide context and shared experience for
subsequent learning.
5. Elicit a misconception: Lead students to manifest a
specific common misconception or belief that may
hinder their learning, so that it may be articulated,
examined, and dispatched.
6. Exercise a cognitive skill: Drive students to engage in
a specific type of cognitive activity or exercise a
specific habit of mind (c.f. Dufresne et al. 2000) such
as seeking alternative representations, comparing and
contrasting two situations, categorizing and classify-
ing cases, or strategizing a solution.
7. Build conceptual structure: Hone, link, or extend a
concept by challenging students to identify its limits
of applicability, differentiate it from a similar con-
cept, recognize a relationship with another concept,
or apply it in a new context.
8. Stimulate discussion: Provoke dialogical whole-class
discussion with a highly disputable question having
multiple reasonable or defensible—but not obviously
correct—answers.
9. Induce cognitive conflict: Create a teachable moment
by deliberately bringing students to the realization
that two of their beliefs, perceptions, ideas, interpre-
tations, or models conflict.
10. Anticipate a demonstration: Ask students to predict
the outcome of a demonstration or experiment, and
commit to that prediction, so that they will be attentive
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to the important aspects, and will learn more when
their prediction is either confirmed or disconfirmed.
11. Test capability: Determine whether students have
developed the capacity to answer a particular kind of
question.
12. Demonstrate success: Build students’ confidence and
help them to recognize their own progress by posing a
question that most can answer successfully now, but
could not have at a previous time.
13. Review: Pose a series of rapid questions with minimal
discussion, to remind students of a body of material
already covered and to help both students and teacher
gauge how well students understand it.
This list is not exhaustive, but should serve to demon-
strate TEFA’s richness and flexibility, and to help teachers
avoid getting ‘‘stuck in a rut’’ and repeatedly using a CRS
in the same ways.
Discussion
In this article, we have argued for the importance of dis-
tinguishing between the technology and pedagogy of
classroom response system use, of differentiating the ped-
agogies described or implied in the CRS literature, and of
articulating, defending, and elaborating specific pedagogies
for teaching with a CRS. As a step in that direction, we have
described in detail our CRS-based pedagogy, technology-
enhanced formative assessment (TEFA). We presented the
research-based theoretical perspective on learning and
teaching that motivates it, articulated its instructional
objectives, defined the four principles at its core, and
explained the question cycle by which it is implemented in
the classroom. We also indicated some of the many roles
which the question cycle can serve within instruction.
We adopted a bottom-up approach to our presentation of
TEFA, building from the literature synthesis through core
principles and classroom enactment to possible applica-
tions. The resulting pedagogy ought, in principle, to be
consistent with empirical findings on the effectiveness of
CRS-based instruction. In their review of CRS literature,
Roschelle et al. (2004a) identified four main, unifying
constructs that they suggest focusing on in order to connect
CRS-based instruction to the broader education research
literature. These constructs are: (a) ‘‘formative assess-
ment,’’ (b) ‘‘driving discussion by important conceptual
contrasts,’’ (c) ‘‘shifting to mastery-oriented motivational
incentives,’’ and (d) ‘‘harnessing diversity for generativity’’
(pp. 26–27). They do not claim that CRS-based instruction
necessarily does these things, but rather that these con-
structs are useful to understand what can, and often does,
happen when a CRS is used in class.
We find good agreement, though not one-to-one
correspondence, between their four constructs and our four
principles. Their first construct, ‘‘formative assessment,’’
maps directly to our formative assessment principle. Their
second and fourth constructs, ‘‘driving discussion by
important conceptual contrasts’’ and ‘‘harnessing diversity
for generativity,’’ both align with our stress on dialogicity in
our principle of dialogical discourse, and also with our
assertion that the questions used for question-driven
instruction should frequently be disputable, ambiguous, and
have multiple defensible answers. Their third construct,
‘‘shifting to mastery-oriented motivational incentives,’’
identifies part of our motivation for formulating the prin-
ciples of question-driven instruction and meta-level
communication. We believe that the agreement between
TEFA’s principles and these four empirically derived con-
structs lends credibility to TEFA, and simultaneously
suggests that our exposition of TEFA can help meet Ros-
chelle et al. call for ‘‘aligning the existing research that
narrow focuses on classroom networks to well-established
findings of broader educational research through [our pro-
posed] four main constructs’’ (p. 1, abstract).
TEFA and its exposition in this article are significant for
two reasons. One, as argued above, is to advance research
into CRS-based instruction and development of effective
CRS-using pedagogical approaches. The other is to help
bridge a gap that we perceive between the output of edu-
cational research and the daily needs of science teachers.
Teachers have difficulty extracting concrete guidance from
much of the educational research literature. On one hand,
studies conducted in specific instructional contexts can be
difficult and risky to derive general implications from. On
the other hand, broad syntheses—such as How People
Learn, with its four qualities of effective learning envi-
ronments—usually say more about the results teachers
should strive for than how exactly they can achieve those
results. Lists of ‘‘best practices’’ can be useful as starting
points or tweaks, but without a coherent underlying
framework, they are rarely transformative for a teacher.
In our extensive professional development work with
in-service teachers, we have found that specific examples
and case studies, abstract theory, and best practice tips can
all be useful up to a point, but that teachers often struggle to
apply them and to deeply integrate them into daily practice.
We have attempted to solve this problem by formulating
TEFA in four layers: a research-based perspective on
teaching and learning; four principles following from that
perspective, cast as imperative statements about what
teachers should try to do; an explicit structure for class-
room activity that enacts the four principles in a concrete,
easy-to-follow way; and many specific ways that the
question cycle can be applied to meet various needs in the
complex task of teaching science (only briefly alluded to in
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this article). In particular, we stress the importance of
building our pedagogy on a few core principles, and urge
others who articulate, analyze, and promulgate pedagogies
to do the same.
The work of defining, defending, and evangelizing
TEFA is far from done. The attentive reader may have noted
that while TEFA’s principles are consistent with and per-
haps implied by the educational research base, many
aspects of the edifice are not directly established by
empirical evidence. In particular, little research exists to
directly support our assertions about the efficacy of meta-
level communication (MLC) for influencing students’ atti-
tudes. Koballa and Glynn (2007, p. 85) listed several
different kinds of attitude change interventions he encoun-
tered during a literature survey on attitudinal and
motivational constructs in science learning, and nothing like
MLC is included in his list. Our own experiences as teachers
and teacher mentors, upon which this perspective is largely
based, are extensive but anecdotal. We aspire to further
develop and test our assertions about MLC in the future.
More ambitiously, a large-scale controlled study of
TEFA’s student learning impacts is needed to solidly
establish the efficacy of the pedagogy as a whole. Con-
ducting such a study would of course be quite challenging,
for all the usual reasons that make gold-standard evalua-
tions of instructional approaches difficult, but it would be
possible. At present, however, we lack some crucial
knowledge needed to craft such a study. Most notably, we
lack sufficient knowledge about how teachers learn to
practice TEFA, how to efficiently and reliably support their
learning and foster skilled practice of TEFA, and how to
define and reliably and efficiently gauge implementation
fidelity for a pedagogy so complex and deep. Without good
measures of implementation fidelity, distinguishing
between ‘‘failure of TEFA’’ and ‘‘failure to implement
TEFA’’ is impossible. Recognizing this, we and our col-
leagues are currently conducting a longitudinal, mixed-
methods, case-based study of how secondary science
teachers adopt and adapt TEFA. To date, the study has
involved over 40 teachers from six schools in three school
districts. It has been designed to lay the groundwork for a
scaling study on TEFA student learning impacts by
developing a better understanding of teachers’ TEFA
learning trajectories, by designing and documenting an
effective TEFA professional development program, and by
devising suitable instrumentation and data collection
methods.
We do not expect that an understanding of TEFA at the
level presented in this article is sufficient to enable most
teachers to successfully implement the pedagogy. For one
thing, the nature and quality of the QDI questions used to
anchor iterations of the question cycle are crucial to the
success of the endeavor, and we have said little here about
engineering effective questions. For another, conducting
class in the manner TEFA suggests—including high-quality
dialogical discourse and pervasive meta-level communica-
tion—requires a skill-set many teachers have not
developed, and a role in the classroom that many are not
accustomed to. We have addressed, and will continue to
address, such aspects of TEFA in other writings (e.g.,
Beatty et al. 2006). However, we hope this article can begin
a critical conversation about pedagogies for CRS-based
instruction, and can be of at least some help in encouraging
and improving CRS use in science classrooms.
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